Figure S1: Phasic neurons respond to fast-rising, but not to slow-rising, ramps.(a) Number of spikes (black 1, white 0) in response to a ramp stimulus (inset) with varying slope (x-axis) and maximal amplitude (y-axis). A ramp current elicits an action potential only when its slope (dI/dt) exceeds some critical value, that is lower for D than for the other models. (b) Frequency-response maps of the models for a half-wave rectified sinusoidal input (equation 10) (inset) with varying frequency (x-axis) and amplitude (y-axis). Grey scale indicates number of spikes per cycle ranging between 0 and 1. Here, criterion for spike is V crossing −25 mV. The three models exhibit strong sensitivity to the increasing slope of current input rather than to the amplitude. With the same amplitude, the models do not respond to slow variations of the input (white, left of black region), but fire a single spike for high frequency variations in some range (black). The D model, however, can fire at lower frequencies than C and S and for lower values of the amplitude. For the D model we show only results for amplitude up to 1nA, since beyond this value the dynamics is totally dominated by the external input and the cell behaves passively. Notice that the best frequency (the one that requires the lowest amplitude for the input to cause firing) is around 200Hz for the three models. varying input rate (x-axis) and binomially-distributed in amplitude. The mean amplitude is different for each model and is chosen to produce an over-threshold EPSG probability of 50%, according to the threshold to elicit a spike from the resting state: 8 nS (S model); 3.86 nS (D model) and 5.7 nS (C model). Inhibition conductance is constant and varies from 0 to 80 nS (y-axis). (a) Contour plots of firing rate for S (left), D (middle) and C (right) models. Color indicates output firing rate (spikes/sec). Increasing inhibition strength decreases the firing rate for the S and C models monotonically, whereas for the D model the relationship between firing rate and inhibition is non-monotonic. Increasing inhibition reduces the firing rate for low EPSG rate (0-0.8 kHz), while for high EPSG rate (>0.8kHz) the firing rate first increases and then decreases. In Fig 5a we could only observe that inhibition increases the firing rate for high frequencies, here we can observe that when inhibition increases up to a large enough value then the output firing rate starts to decrease. We understand the counterintuitive effect of increased firing probability in D with g inh for strong excitation as follows. The D model is without V -gated g KLT . Thus, for high rate EPSGs there is substantial depolarization (Fig 5b) and inactivation of I Na . However, g inh can counteract the mean EPSG level and associated depolarization, V , and therefore restore enough h, to make more sodium current available and increase the probability of spiking. For 2 kHz EPSG rate the firing rate is ∼20 Hz and with g inh = 20nS the firing rate increased to ∼50 Hz (green curve , Fig 5a) , the associated drop in V was ∼10mV from a level of ∼-35mV (Fig 5b) . Presumably the gaps in Poisson events (the same on average as without inhibition) and transient reduction of V increased the chances for spiking. For S and C, these levels of g inh were inadequate to reduce V enough to increase spike probability (see supplemental Fig S2) . Figure S2 : (continuation) The combined conductance, EPSG and g KLT , overwhelms g inh so there is only a modest decrease in V ; even though g KLT is reduced with inhibition, the reduction in total conductance is apparently less than the increase that inhibition contributed so there is still strong conductance shunting. Thus, with the parameter settings for our S and C models the increase in firing probability for high EPSG rate was not observed. Perhaps for other parameter settings g inh might enhance firing probability but we tried for decreased E K (not shown) without finding the effect. (b) Contour plots of mean voltages ( V ) corresponding to different Poisson EPSG rates and inhibition strength. V is computed by integrating sub-threshold voltages over time. It can be observed that unlike output firing rate, to keep V constant one must increase/decrease g inh in the same direction as the EPSG input frequency. The decreased slope of constant V for the D model indicates that to maintain a balanced depolarization state of V the amount of effort of inhibition is smaller to overcome the increased excitation. . Recall that D model can spike with higher probability for weak coincidence than the S and C models. Indeed, we can see in the STAs that the D model has a lower slope threshold than S and C both at b = 2 and b = 5. For weakly coincident inputs (both b = 2 and b = 5), only a few realizations lead to composite EPSGs that are steep enough to cause firing (steeper than the average, compare green and blue curves with black one), hence the low firing probability for S and C models. While for the D model, for b = 2, it requires an input that it is steeper than the average, thus firing probability is less than 1 here, but for b = 5 the required slope for firing is already comparable to the mean synaptic input at this temporal coherence value, thus firing probability is 1 here (see Fig 7b) . This shows that the D model is less selective to time coincident inputs. , assuming that the neuron is at its resting state. White area corresponds to no spikes. For the D model having I Na inactivation rightshifted greatly reduces phasic properties. However, the C model is phasic over a robust parameter regime (only modestly compromised here by right-shifting h ∞ ), even when the D model (frozen w) is not phasic. When h ∞ is dramatically right shifted (not shown here) the phasic region for the C model is dramatically reduced and resembles the S model. In this sense, the S model is a limiting case of the C model (compare with Fig 3a left) . Notice that S and C show similar dynamic behavior over similar input parameter ranges .
